Senior Systems Administrator / Network Engineer
(NO RECRUITERS PLEASE)
We have an opportunity for a Senior Systems Administrator/Network Engineer providing proactive IT solutions in the
New York City/New Jersey areas.



Be solution driven! Work with industry leading vendor partners such as Microsoft, Apple, Cisco, Dell, HP,
IBM, SonicWALL, Kaseya, Kaspersky and APC.
 Use your experience in



Implementing & troubleshooting Microsoft Server 2003/2008/2012 environments



Secure data networks using industry best practices



GPO implementation and troubleshooting



Designing and setting up a TCP/IP network including DNS, DHCP and WINS



Implementing and configuring a Microsoft Active Directory.



Building and configuring IBM/Dell/HP server equipment.



Setting up and implementing virtual environments using HyperV/VMware.



Designing, setting up and implementing Microsoft Exchange 2007/2010/2013 email
environment.



Configuring and troubleshooting switches, routers and firewalls.



Installing equipment and application software.



Design and installation of VDI environments



Scripting.

You'll excel if you:
 Have previous experience working in a fast-paced systems integrator, professional services
organization, or managed service provider



Have technical project design/leadership experience




Enjoy working with existing clients and is eager to engage potential new clients



Have the ability to manage multiple technical projects simultaneously with minimum oversight



Have technical lead experience



Are eager to learn, pick up new technologies easily and can become proficient in a short time



Prefers knowing a broad range of technologies as opposed to being highly specialized in a few

Have a service oriented attitude - will do what it takes to get the job done correctly

For your hard work you’ll be rewarded with:
 Ability to be reimbursed for obtaining pertinent job certifications.*.



Heath insurance with a portion of the premium paid.



Paid Time Off Policy plus paid Holidays.



Dental & vision insurance offered

Why choose us?
 We’re a group of professionals who just love technology. We live it, breathe it and find ourselves
playing with technology even when we’re not working—just like you!



We are committed to personal growth. You’ll be given a day every quarter to work on an area of
personal growth of your choosing. Our team is allowed to use their technical skills and experience to
solve complex problems, yet interact directly with the customer.



We provide proactive IT services, not break/fix, so you’ll be responsible for engineering system
solutions to protect customers from downtime.

TO APPLY, EMAIL YOUR COVER LETTER, SALARY REQUIREMENTS &
RESUME TO:
dtaveira@innervisionit.com

